
Unveiling the Struggles: A Comprehensive
Study Guide for Barbara Ehrenreich's Nickel
And Dimed
Barbara Ehrenreich's Nickel And Dimed: On (Not) Getting By in America is a
groundbreaking non-fiction book that takes readers on a raw and eye-opening
journey into the lives of low-wage workers in America. In this study guide, we will
delve deep into the key themes, characters, and the author's writing style to
provide you with a comprehensive understanding of this thought-provoking work.

to Nickel And Dimed

Barbara Ehrenreich, an acclaimed social critic, journalist, and author, decided to
conduct an experiment by immersing herself in the world of low-wage jobs. The
result was Nickel And Dimed, a book that shines a spotlight on the hidden
struggles faced by millions of Americans trying to make ends meet. Published in
2001, the book quickly became a bestseller and sparked an intense debate on
poverty, inequality, and the American Dream.

Summary of the Book

Nickel And Dimed takes readers on a journey through the lives of low-wage
workers in three different cities: Key West, Florida; Portland, Maine; and
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Ehrenreich, armed with only her courage and
determination, immerses herself into the harsh reality of low-wage jobs, working
as a waitress, maid, and a Walmart associate, among others. By sharing her
personal experiences, she vividly paints a picture of the challenges faced by
those living on the edge of poverty.
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Key Themes Explored

1. The Struggle for Economic Survival

One of the central themes in Nickel And Dimed is the daily struggle faced by the
working poor to make ends meet. Ehrenreich exposes the harsh realities of low-
wage jobs, highlighting the financial instability, the lack of social safety nets, and
the constant juggling of multiple jobs just to survive.

2. The Dehumanizing Nature of Work

Ehrenreich vividly describes the dehumanizing aspects of low-wage jobs, where
workers are often subjected to long hours, strenuous labor, and disrespectful
treatment. The book raises important questions about the value society places on
its most vulnerable members and the dire consequences of such exploitation.

3. Social Inequality and the American Dream

Through her firsthand experiences, Ehrenreich uncovers the stark inequalities
present in American society. She challenges the notion of the American Dream,
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suggesting that it is often nothing more than an illusion for those struggling to
survive in low-wage jobs.

Character Analysis

In Nickel And Dimed, Ehrenreich encounters various characters who leave a
lasting impact on her and the readers. From her co-workers to the customers she
serves, each person she encounters represents a different facet of the struggle
for economic survival. In this section, we will analyze key characters, their roles,
and their significance in the book.

Writing Style and Techniques

Ehrenreich's writing style in Nickel And Dimed is both engaging and thought-
provoking. She combines personal anecdotes with statistical data, historical
context, and sociological analysis to present a compelling narrative. Her use of
descriptive language allows readers to vividly imagine the environments and
situations she encounters during her low-wage jobs.

Discussion Questions

To deepen your understanding of Nickel And Dimed, here are some discussion
questions to consider:

1. How does Ehrenreich's experiment shed light on the challenges faced by
low-wage workers in America?

2. What role does gender play in the experiences of the characters described in
the book?

3. Do you agree with Ehrenreich's assessment of the American Dream? Why or
why not?

4. What broader social and economic issues does Nickel And Dimed raise?



5. How does this book influence your perception of poverty and inequality?

Barbara Ehrenreich's Nickel And Dimed is a compelling work that challenges
societal perceptions and sheds light on the struggles faced by low-wage workers.
Through her personal experiences, insightful analysis, and powerful storytelling,
Ehrenreich invites readers to question and examine the inequalities present in
American society.

As you explore this study guide and engage with the themes, characters, and
writing techniques discussed, we hope it enhances your understanding of Nickel
And Dimed and encourages further reflections on the pressing issues it raises.
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Course Hero Study Guides:Get Unstuck!

You've read the book, but you don't understand the symbolism. You've been to
every class, but it's 2 a.m. and your essay is due at 9:00. Your midterm is Friday
and you need a boost.
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We've been there. We know what it's like to study, work, have a life, do your best,
and still need help. Course Hero Study Guides untie the knots. You do the work--
we give you the tools to make every minute count. We help you get unstuck.

Course Hero Study Guide for Nickel and Dimed: On (NOT) Getting By in America
includes:

An infographic depicting the plot and main characters

A chapter-by-chapter summary and analysis

Key quotes

An overview, context, plot summary, characters, symbols, themes, and bio of
Barbara Ehrenreich
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